Instructions and Operational Instructions
To Install








Plug the power supply unit into the TYTAN alarm
Turn the managers key so that the green light is shown on the front of the alarm
Place tracks in the required position giving easy access to the goods to be protected
Join the tracks using the connecting leads
Remove the round terminating plug from the alarm and insert into the final track
Using a connecting lead join the alarm to the first track
Turn the managers key so that the green light changes to red. The assistants key should be
pointing to ALERT. The system is now armed. Remove the managers key and store
somewhere safe. The managers key is only used to turn the system off if you need to
remove or replace the alarm. All user functions are accessed by using the assistants key. In
normal operation you should not need to turn the system off.

Your TYTAN alarm is a mains powered unit with a battery back up. If the power supply is interrupted,
the tracks will continue to be alarmed for up to 7 days.
If your power goes off at night and comes back on again in the morning, you do not need to reset
your alarm, normal operation will continue.
If there is no mains power to the alarm, the LED on the front of the alarm will go out.
Assistants key functions
The key on the front of the alarm allows you to mute an alarm or turn the alarm to MERCHANDISE
mode. When the system is set to MERCHANDISE you can add or remove items from the display
without causing an alarm.
How to mute an alarm
When the alarm sounds, place the assistant key into the front of the alar and turn to CHECK. This will
only mute the alarm, all other goods connected to the tracks are still alarmed. If another alarm
condition is created the alarm will sound again even if the key is turned to CHECK. If this happens
turn the key back to ALERT and then back to CHECK, this ill again mute the alarm. With the alarm
muted investigate what has caused the alarm, rectify the problem and then return the key to ALERT.
The system will check all the tracks and give a short “beep” to confirm the system has been reset.
You can now remove the key.
How to Merchandise
To add or remove stock from display you will need to put the assistants key into the front of the
alarm and turn to MERCHANDISE. The alarm will “cheep” every 3 seconds to warn you that the
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system is not alarmed. Whilst the system is set to MERCHANDISE you can add or remove items
without causing an alarm. The system will check all tracks and give you a short “beep” to confirm the
system has been reset. You can now remove the key.
YOU CANNOT REMOVE THE KEY WHILST IN MERCHANDISE OR CHECK.
Daily Checks
Is the LED on red? – All OK
Is the LED on green? – The system has been turned off with the managers key, investigate why, turn
key so that the light changes to red and remove key.
Is the LED off? – If so check power supply
Is the Assistants key in the alarm? – If so turn to ALERT and remove key. If alarm sounds, investigate
alarm, reset and remove key.
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